TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE

Section Corner common to sections 7,8,17, & 18 T.28S., R.9W., W.M.
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I set a 18" cast iron monument case around found 2" iron pipe with 3" Tillamook County Brass Cap set in 1972, see Tillamook County Surveyors' reworship $372.

History of found monument

I found this corner to be as described on surveyor reworship $372 and its' accessory evidence found and/or set at that time to be as listed below:

1" I.P. S.9°20'W. 100.60', found now 100.53'.

2" I.P. S.89°46'E. 19.00', found in center of gateway 19.1'.

"56" nail East 1.48', now under pavement not uncovered at this time.

"56" nail North 2.01', now under pavement not uncovered at this time.

1 1/2" I.P. S.86°W. 17.48', found okay in old fence line.

Power Pole #4 P-55-L1 N.44°E. 27.45', found okay new PF# 171800

8" diameter post with finish nail in top S.86° W. 14.22', this post appears to have been hit from the road side and is now at a distance of 14.45' from the monument".

New Accessory

84" hat section post 14.11, West.*

Monument Location

This corner is located approximately 2' West of the centerline of Bawley Creek County Road.
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